A general combinatorial formulation of the star integrals occurring in calculations of vida! coefficients is presented. The usefulness of the formulation is demonstrated by the exact calculation of the first five virial co efficients for gases of hard parallel squares and cubes with attractive forces.
I. INTRODUCTION
upon the approximation of pairwise additivity to avoid the complications of the many-body force problem.
S TATISTICAL mechanics provides an interpreta These difficulties, both experimental and theoretical, tion of macroscopic thermodynamic properties in serve to limit the accuracy of interparticle potentials terms of microscopic particle properties. Thus, telnper derived from compressibility data. ature, pressure, and internal energy can be expressed
Aside from its use in correlating and interpreting as functions of the microscopic particle velocities and experimental data, the virial series (1) is associated forces. Such a correlation of bulk with particle prop with some interesting theoretical questions. How do erties is found in the number density expansion of the the individual coefficients behave at high and low tem compressibility (virial perature? This is generally unknown, as virial co efficients beyond the fourth are not well characterized for realistic systems. We provide a partial answer to 
U. GENERAL ANALYTICAL METHOD
Mayer's recipe 2 for calculating the nth virial co efficient Bn in the series (1) is (2) where the sum includes all of the labeled stars" of n points, and the lines fij in these stars are related to the pairwise-additive interparticle potential function <p(r) by the definition fer)
exp[ -<p(r) /kTJ-l.
Recently, Mayer's recipe was simplified 7 from the com putational viewpoint, making possible the calculation of the first six virial coefficients for hard spheres. Both Bs and B6 were calculated by Monte Carlo integration,S because the evaluation of the star integrals is so difficult. In a more favorable case, hard parallel cubes, the first seven virial coefficients have been calculated analytically.9,1O This was possible because the hard cube f function is a product of one-dimensional f func tions, rex, Y, z) = f(x) iCy) f(z). Both the hard-sphere 6 Stars are called "at-least-doubly connected ineducible graphs" in Ref. 2. 7 F. H. Ree and W. G. Hoover, 1. Chern. Phys. 41,1635 (1964 . This paper reformulates Mayer's recipe for En, suhstantially reducing the number of integrals needed for E n>3, and thereby increasing the accuracy of approximate (Monte Carlo) virial coefficient calculations. 8 F. H. Ree and W. G. Hoover, J. Chern. Phys.40, 939 (1964 Chern. Phys. 36, 3141 (1962) . and hard-cube potentials are considerable simplifica tions; in order to treat more complicated potentials, a general method for the evaluation of virial coefficients is introduced below.
Any pairwise-additive interparticle potential de pends upon the continuous variables Xij( =Xj-Xi) ' Yih and Zij. For our purposes it is convenient to use instead the grid of discrete variables aij, (3ij, "Iif, the integer parts of Xij, Yij, and Zij, respectively. We con sider potentials of the special form <p (x,j, Yij, Zij) == <p(a; j, (3; h "Iij) . This "grid potential" is particularly suited to potentials of the square-well type. In prin ciple any continuous potential could be represented in this way, either by making the mesh of the grid sufficiently small, or by extending the range of the potential relative to a fixed mesh. To avoid the intro duction of a symbol for mesh size into many of our equations, we adopt the fixed-mesh viewpoint and de fine the potential in the following way:
(4a) (4b) (3ij= [Yij] ,
'1,,= max("Iij, "Iji).
( 4c)
The square brackets [ ] in (4b) indicate the greatest integer function. The max (for maximum) functions in (4c) ensure that the potential function is symmetric, <p(r,J) =<p (rji) . The quantities E(aih l1ih '1ij) are con stants which define the grid potential.
Although the potential defined in (4) is reminiscent of a so-called "lattice gas/'ll it should be emphasized that the particle coordinates here are not restricted to grid points. The usual parallel hard-cube potential, for example, could be defined by setting E(OOO) equal to 00, and all other E(ai], l1ih '1'j) equal to zero. Be cause our grid potential is defmed with unit mesh size, the cubes would have unit sidelength-the hard core of the potential would be as shown in Fig. 1 .
In order to evaluate the star integrals which con tribute to the virial coefficients, we introduce the f functions, Each of the star integrals occurring in (2) can now be written as a sum of restricted integrals, each such re stricted integral corresponding to a particular choice of the sets {aij}, {i3ij}, and bii}' Notice that the ai, (and (3ij and "Iii) are not all independent. We want to 11 See T. L. Hill, Statistical Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1956) . "Lattice gases" are described in Chap. 7.
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CALCULATION OF VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS include only those faij} (and (f.liiJ and hii)) which The restrictions (6) and (7), together with analogs -are self-consistent. From (4b) we have the inequalities 1; then the identities Xii+Xji=O (6) Similarly, from the identities Xil,-Xij-Xjk=O, we find the additional restrictions (7) and 'Yij, are both necessary and sufficient. It is to prove that sets , {Pij}, and hi;} which (6) and (7) [and the analogs of (6) and (7) for {Pi;} and hij)] for all distinct i, j, and k less than or equal to n do correspond to actucll configurations of n particles.
Indicating Proof: First, observe that the integral is zero if it is never possible for the Xij to all of the n(n-i) restrictions simultaneously. If the restrictions can be the set {aii1 is acceptable, and each of the quantities X,j-aij is confined to the open interval be tween zero and one. Now, the variables of in tegration from Xj to ~j=xlj-alj. The integral becomes XO(l J.
Following our assumption that the set {aii} is ac __'''__'_ and thus satisfies (7), the combination a l j must be either 0 or 1. If is 0 the its is always positive. If Aij is 1, the ij term can be replaced by 1J(~i-U. Thus, either of the possible values of Aij serves to order the coordinates ~i and Because this is true for each i and j the effect is to order the whole set of variables. Thus the integral is equal to the integral which has the value 1) and the theorem is
The systematic use of the foregoing theorem enables us to write the chief result of this section, a formulation of the star integral problem in terms of a combinatorial problem:
Sk
Notice that the summand depends upon only those a,j for which fij is in the star Sk. Let us introduce the symbol ak to represent such a restricted set of aij.
We of course also insist that for all elements in ak. 
where the factor of (n-l)! is introduced for future convenience. In (10) E= IEii) is a dummy set of n(n-l) integers satisfying analogs of (6) and (7) and 0 is the Kronecker delta. The weights defined in (10) count all sets a which correspond to a particular set a". As suming definitions of w(l) (11,c) 
It should be emphasized that the general method can be applied to any interparticle potential. In the next section we consider two different potentials for which the calculation is carried out through the fifth vi rial coefficient.
III. SQUARE-WELL AND ISING-WELL POTENTIALS
The general formulation of the star-integral problem in terms of a combinatorial problem is now applied to two specific interparticle potential functions, the square-well and the Ising-well potentials (the potentials are illustrated in Fig. 1 ). As mentioned previously the hard-cube potential can be represented by setting E(OOO) equal to infinity, and the other E's equal to zero. We define the square-well potential by setting the potential at grid points adjoining the hard core to -8:
for O<r<l,
for 2<r<00, (13) provided that r is defined as the maximum of the ab solute values of the interparticle separation in the x, y, and z directions:
This corresponds to a gas of hard parallel cubes of unit sidelength, each of which is surrounded by a cubic field. The field is attractive if 8 is positive, repulsive if e is negative. If (; is set equal to 00, the result is a hard-cube potential, but with a larger core. Now consider the integral of a particular n-point star, using the potential (13)
Bk
Notice that the only ak, and 'Yk for which the summand in (15) is nonvanishing are those which have each element equal to either 0 or 1. This is a con sequence of the short-range square-well potential (13).
In order to simplify the summation in (15) it is convenient to introduce the dummy sets ~k, each of which has elements €ij=€ji=O or 1. As before, the k subscript indicates each set flo has an element if and only if 1'ij appears in the star SI;. For each set flo we define the square-well "three-dimensional weight" W8W(3) (fk) as follows:
These weights group together terms in the sum (15) which have a common value of the summand. the weights allows us to write (15) 
x IIo[max ( aij, 8k 
One can easily prove that the two-dimensional w~ights can be used)o obtain the three-dimensional weights:
Sk so that the three-dimensional calculation is no more difficult than its t\yo-di:Ilensional analog. In order to test the dependence of our results on the form of the potential chosen we define an additional P otential the Isincr-\\'el! potential (see Fig. 1 ), so ) 0
• 1 called bv virtue of its resemblance to the potentla used in"the Ising lattice problem. ll In terms of the E's the potential is given by
and all of the other E (a;J, [JiJ, f ij) are zero. This po tential corresponds to a gas of hard cubes of unit side length, each of whose sides has an attractive or re pulsive field attached to it, as shown in Fig. 1 (23) WIW (2) 
XIIri ( aij+[Jij+fij-Eij) , (25) 8 k
It should be noted that the extent of the attractive part of the Ising-well potential in three dimensions is only *that of the square-well potential, so that any featur~s common to the two kinds of particles are mainlv attributable to the presence of a core and an attra~tive well, not the shape or size of the well. For the square-well potential, setting 8 equal to 00 served to make a larger hard-core particle of the same shape as the original hard core. This is not true for the Ising-well potential, because the well and the core are of different shapes. It is natural to ask what the intrinsic shape of a hard particle is, once the ex clusion volume (potential) is given. The converse question is more easily answered. As lon~ as the par ticle shape is convex and centrosymmetnc the exclu sion volume has the same shape as the particle.l 3 For example, as one sphere is rolled around another, .its center traces out a larger sphere,' called the excluslOn sphere' similarl v if one cube slides around another, their sides alwa;~ parallel, an exclusion cube is traced out.
For nonconvex or noncentrosymmetric particle shapes the exclusion volume is not so simply deter mined. In two dimensions, for example, a hexagonal exclusion volume can correspond either to particles which are equilateral triangles or to particles which are equilateral hexagons. Thus, the partition h:-nction and equation of state for a system of parallel eqllllateral triangles are indistinguishccble from those for a system of parallel equilateral hexagons. 14 In the case of the Ising-well exclusion volume (when 8 is set equal to -00) one two-dimensional particle shape (there might be others) is a rectangle twice as long as it is wide, with a spike of zero width attached at the midpoint of one of the long sides
~]
13 This was pointed out to us by T. Einwohner. . 14 That Ba/Ba 2 is the same for equilateral triangles as for equl
The Ising-well relations analogous to (19), (16), and lateral hexagons was pointed out in Rei. 10, pp. 3157-3158. In three dimensions the corresponding particle shape is a parallelepiped with two squares of zero thickness attached These shapes interact to produce the Ising-well ex clusion volume. (In the three-dimensional case there is a small discrepancy of zero measure caused by the overlap of two parallel squares).
Knowledge of one version of the particle shape is useful in determining the close-packed volume. For the Ising well (with 8 set equal to C!:i) this close packed volume is twice the number of particles. This is in marked constrast to the square-well results where the close-packed volume is two, four, and eight times the number of particles in one, two, and three dimen sions, respectively.
IV. CALCULATION OF VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS
In order to calculate virial coefficients for the square well and Ising-well potentials it is necessary to com pute the one-dimensional weights W(l) (ak). We illus trate the procedure by finding the one-dimensional weights necessary for the evaluation of the three-point star integral
The three-particle configuration space within which -the integrand is nonvanishing is shown in Fig. 2 ; this hexagonal region is divided up into 24 triangular sub regions, each corresponding to a particular choice of the {aii}' In accordance with the theorem proved in Sec. II, each of these subregions hetS area ~-. The values of alZ, a13, and a23 in each subregion are shown. Because the aij and aji are related by (6), the one-dimensional weights can be written down by inspection:
well (001) = 1;
Thus, the integral is equal to -3+3f-6f2, and the one-dimensional third virial coefficient is 1-f+ 2f2 [,,,here exp(8/kT) -lJ. The calculation of the two-dimensional weights, for both the square-and Ising-well cases, is carried out in Table I (A).
In the general case, the w(1) (ak) can be determined by an extension of the subintegral technique. lO For a par ticular star of n points we consider separately each of the n! orderings of the points, determining the number of acceptable sets ak for each ordering; these are then summed up and divided by (n-l)! to produce the one-dimensional weights. (Acceptable sets and weights are given in detail in Appendixes I and II, respec tively.) The particular simplicity of the weights asso- (ak) and third virial coefficients from the appropriate one-dimensional weights. The ak are indicated graphically, using a line when iii; is one, and no line when «if is zero. In those cases where the weights differ, the square-well weights appear above the Ising-well weights in parentheses. The two-dimensional ii. follow from Eqs. (19) and (24) II. Virial coefficients for the models described in the text. The quantity j is defined in terms of the well-depth e, j=exp(8!kT) -1. The volume of the hard core is unit volume for each model.
Two-dimensional square well B 3 =3-7]+26j2-12p,
B4=3i+2H-27!j2-58~p+146H4-58HL2US, B5=JH+14tiJ-89tij2+421tf'-573?dL600fff5+1195~~j6-29o-Hf-391hf-tf9.
Two-dimensional I sing well
Three-dimensional I sing well
ciated with the complete star, where a is the same as ak, led us to the theorem proved in Sec. II. With the one-dimensional weights calculated, a com pute:: is programmed to calculate the two-and three dimensional weights as is illustrated, for three particles, in Table I . These "veights are next combined to give the star integrals. The values of the star integrals (in one, two, and 6ree dimensions) are collected in Tables VI~X of Appendix III. These can be used either to find virial coefficients according to any of the popular integral equations,!5 or to study new ap proximations 16 to the coefficients. The exact virial co efficients, using all of the star integrals, are listed in Table II .
Because the vidal-coefficient calculation just de scribed is rather lengthy, it is important to have checks on it. As a first check we evaluated the one-dimensional weights by direct integration, not using the sub integral technique. This was done by computing, through the four-point integrals, the doubly rooted , 15 See W. G. Hoover and J. C. Poirier, J. Chern. Phys, 38, 327 (1962) Tables XI and XII of Appen dix IV. These same integrals can be used to work out the first three terms in the number density e:lI:pansion of the radial distribution function. We have also in cluded, in Table XIII of Appendix IV, one five-point integral; this, together with the lower-point integrals, makes possible the calculation of all the one-dimensional weights except those associated with the complete star integral. That integral is conveniently treated separately, by direct integration. All of the one-dimen sional weights have been checked in this way.
As a second check, the one-dimensional results can be compared with those derived from Giirsey's exact equation of state l7 for the one-dimensional model:
(1+]) exp(P/kT) =](2Pp-P+pkT)/(Pp-P+pkT). (28)
Equating like powers of p in the expansion of both sides of (28) gives the first five virial coefficients as Phys. 7, 593 (1964) ; and p, Co Hemmer, J. Chern. Phys, 42,1116 (1965 .
follows:
Ba=1-j+2p,
These results agree with those calculated from our one dimensional weights (see Table VI of Appendix III).
As a third check, the square-well results can be ex amined in the limit that corresponds to an infinitely high mound surrounding the core, -1. This limit corresponds to extending the hard core. In the case of d-dimensional square wells the nth virial coefficient is multiplied by (2d)n-l when j is changed from zero to -1.
Because the Ising-well potential outside the hard core does not have the same shape as the core, setting 2, equal to -cr) (so that j is -1) does not scale the virial coefficients is a simple way; instead, vidal co efficients are obtained for a system of hard particles whose exclusion shape was described in Sec. III. In reduced units, B2= 1, these "Ising-core" virial co- V. TRUNCATED SERIES AND THE CRITICAL POINT Whether or not the virial series converges at all densities lower than the critical density is unknown for a continuum gas. 19 For the two-dimensional lattice gas problem worked out by Onsager the series is not convergent at the critical pointY To investigate this question 'lye have located the "critical points" of the truncated yirial series P n , defined by the equation tB,pj.
(30) j=1 and densities were These critical quantities are given in Table II ,". and the critical isotherms from P s , P 4 , and are plotted ire 3. Although there is con siderable change in PC) Pc, and To with the number of terms retained, PcV 'T8 is virtually constant, for the Ising-well and square-\i'ell potentials in two and three dimensions. This suggests that the series does converge near the critical point, and that PcVe as estimated from a truncated series gives an accurate estimate of Pc Fe from the full series. To test this con jecture we calculated the critical constants for spheri cally symmetric square-well particles using the three term virial series. 12 As the width of the attractive well is varied, the critical properties change quite a bit. When the 'width of the \vell is exactly half the core width one finds PcVc/N2,=0.441 using the three-term series.
This same system has been investigated extensively by means of molecular dynamics 20 our view that useful information about the critical "...... point can be obtained from truncated virial series. Of course, we considered only one potential, the square well. Using experimental data for argon together with the critical point for a three-term Lennard-Jones series gives a 30% discrepancy.21 It should be noticed that the behavior of lattice gas virial series is unlike that of the continuum gases we have considered. For the two-dimensional square lattice, the truncated series P3, P 4 , and show no critical points. Some differences between lattice and continuum gases with hard cores alone have recently been pointed out. 22 In the next section we see that adding a square well attraction to the core produces another difference: the continuum virial coefficients (beyond the first) are all negative at low temperature, while some of the lattice virial coefficients are not. 23
VI. LOW-TEMPERATURE VIRIAL COEFFICIENTS
Whether or not the vidal coefficients beyond the first aU become negative as the temperature is lowered is a question that has been raised often,24 but never satis 21 The potential parameters and Lennard-Jones virial coefficients given in Ref. factorily answered. At present it appears impossible to settle this question in a rigorous way for general potentials. We can, however, prove that all virial co efficients beyond the first do become negative at low temperature for the two-and three-dimensional po tentials considered in this paper--we see this fact ex plicitly for B2 through Bo in Table II . The remainder of this section is devoted to an outline of the proof, followed by some general comments on the result.
A. Physical Stars
At low temperature it is clear that thermodynamic properties will depend strongly upon the attractive forces between particles. We expect this to be true for the virial coefficients as well. In order to studv the effect of low temperature, one can consider th~ po tential to be made up of two parts, one wholly attrac tive, the other repulsive. To make a similar separation in terms of the Mayer f function we can write fer) == f+(r) +f-(r). together all of those graphs in this set which have common sets of f+ functions. From the n-point stars we get 2,,(n-1)/2 such groups. As a particular example, one of the 64 groups obtained by expanding the set of four-point stars is
Observe that whenever the i+ functions in such a group form an n-point star, the f-functions can all be col lected in the form of a product II(1 + f-ij), where the product runs over all pairs ij such that f+ij is not in the group. We call such groups "physical stars" p,,(r n ).
One of the 10 physical stars produced by the expan sion of the four-point stars is
These groups are called physical stars because they are nonvanishing only for those configurations in which no hard cores overlap. Physical stars correspond to configurations for clusters of n particles which are physically possible. In addition to the various Pk(r n ) we have other groups from the expansion of {S,,(r n ) j. Each of these latter groups can be written as a product of lower-point physical stars multiplied by a sum of products of f functions which link the physical stars together. One such product term in the expansion of S,,(r 5 ) is Now consider the nth vidal coefficient with all of the S,,(r") expressed in terms of physical stars Pk(r n ) and products of lower-point physical stars:
+terms with products of Pk(rm<n) }dr n -l • (33)
Because all of the n-point physical stars are products of nonnegative functions their sum makes a negative contribution to En [the sign change comes from the factor of (l-n) mUltiplying the integral]. We show next that for square-well and Ising-well particles at low temperature the n-point physical-star term dom inates the right-hand side of (33) and that Bn is there fore negative.
B. Dominance of Bn by n-Point Physical Stars
At low temperature In i approaches 8/kT in the at tractive well and the most important integrals in (33) are those nonvanishing 25 terms with the greatest number of f+ functions. For any nonvanishing product term in (33) it is always possible to exhibit a nonvanishing n-point physical star with a greater number of f+ functions. In order to demonstrate this in the general case one must consider a product term composed of 1'1 isolated points, 1' 2 two-point physical stars, 1'3 three point physical stars, ... 1'~I(n-1)-point phy'sical stars. To avoid the cumbersome notation this would entail, we consider below a special case from which the general method can be induced.
Consider a nonvanishing contribution to En of the form The summation includes [2(m-1) (n-m) -lJ different products, IIf-ij, each of which links one or more particles in the set 1, "', (m-l) to one or more par ticles in the set (m+ 1), "', n. Suppose that Pit con tains t"f+ functions and Pk' contains tk,j+ functions.
Our task is to construct a nonvanishing n-point physi cal star with at least (t,,+tk'+ 1) f+ functions. In order to do so we consider two separate sets of particles, {l, "', m} and {l', "', (n-m+l)'J. The unprimed set is characterized (in three dimensions) by sets {aii), {f3iil, and hii} for which Pk is nonvanishing, and the primed set is characterized by sets [ai'j'}, {f3i'i'}, and hi'F} for which Pk ' is nonvanishing. By examining the elements of {aii} and {ai'/, I we can determine the rightmost particle in the unprimed set and the leftmost particle in the primed set, and relabel the particles such that these distinguished particles are 1 and l' respectively. Then, switching to the rela tive ordered coordinates ~j=xlj-alj and ~j'=xl'j'-al'i' used in the proof of our theorem in Sec. II, we can re strict our attention to configurations in which Particles 2, "', m are to the left of 1 with Xlj less than while Particles 2', ''', (n-m+ 1)' are to the right of l' with Xl'}' greater than!. (We can do so because each of the relative coordinates ~j and is bounded by 0 and 1, and because we can choose restricted non vanishing ranges for these coordinates 0< ~j<! and ~<~j'<1, over any finite interval between 0 and L) Now we "merge" the two groups, identifying Particle 1 with Particle 1'. This step reduces the total number of particles considered from n+ 1 to n. Among the n particles there can be no hard-core overlaps because particles to the right and left of mlmber 1 are separated 25 The stipulation "nonvanishing" is important because many of the integrals are zero when n is large. This is a general consequence of a finite-range potential with a hard core and is not restricted to square-well and Ising-well particles. For hard spheres with a sufficiently short-range attraction, for example, the integral
i<i is identically zero.
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by at least unit distance in the x direction. Now we gradually relax the restrictions on the ~i and If, after allowing all of these ordered coordinates to range from 0 to 1 we still have created no new attractive bonds (we are guaranteed that as the restrictions are relaxed we will attractive bonds rather than repul sive bonds because the attractive potential has longer range), we can consider the same merging process after first reflecting the primed group in either the xy or xz or both. If none of these mergers produces an attractive bond (f+ function) it can then be shown that the removal of Particle 1, if followed by the shift of all other particles in the unprimed group unit distance in the +x direction, an (n-1) -point physical star with at least Clk+tk' l)f+ functions. The removed particle, 1, can then be attached to the periphery of the group, forming at least two more f+ functions, and the demonstration is complete. In the foregoing way one can show that the dominant terms in Bn at low temperature come from n-point physical stars. Although this result is undoubtedly true for spherically symmetric particles too, it is not an easy task to generalize the proof to that case.
C. General Comments
We have shown that at sufficiently low temperature Bn is dominated by the integrals of n-point physical stars. This means that the low-temperature virial co efficients have the asymptotic form Bn,,-,pn, where c is an "average coordination number" such that en is the maximum number of attractive bonds which can be formed among n particles which do not overlap hard cores. For our two-dimensional square-well par ticles, for example, if one assumes the particles' lowest energy state is a close-packed lattice, then the shape of a n-particle cluster at derives the minimum energy - so that c would be 5 in this case. Although this expression was derived for large n it is remarkable that the values for n=2, 3, "', 10, when rounded off to the nearest integer, agree exactly with those found empirically by considering configurations of 2, 3, ... , 10 of these particles.
In the past it has been stated that the low-temper ature behavior of the virial coefficients is determined by the complete star integra1. 26 In general this is not true. By dividing n particles into two nonoverlapping groups it is easy to prove that, for n, the temper ature dependence of the complete star integral is proportional to fAn 2 (where A is a constant) for a finite-range potential with a hard core. Thus, the low temperature dependence of the complete star integral, jAn2, is quite different from that of Bn, p". For virial coefficients Bn where n is of the order of the coordina tion number (or larger) the complete star integral is offset by other star integrals. This cancellation can be -seen in the virial coefficient results given in Table VIII of Appendix III. The five-point complete star is pro portional to f9 at low temperature for the two-dimen sional Ising-well model, but this term is cancelled out so that B5 is itself proportional to f8 in this case.
VII. SUMMARY AND REMARKS
We have developed a general method for calculating virial coefficients, using a combinatorial formulation of the star integrals, based on the fact that certain restricted many-body integrals have a common value. With this method we calculated the first five virial coefficients for the square-well and Ising-well models and located the critical points of the resulting truncated virial series. We found evidence that the virial series can be used to predict some of the critical properties.
We were also able to show that the vidal coefficients for two-and three-dimensional square-well and Ising well gases are negative at low temperature, thus point ing out a qualitative difference between these gases and one-dimensional and lattice gases. An important problem remains: What is a good method for approxi mating the virial coefficients for gases near the critical point? We have not yet found a way of picking out those terms in the star integrals which are of particular importance at the low temperatures in volved. All that can be said so far is that the approxi mations which are very successful for the hard core alone appear to be less accurate when an attraction is added.
For spherically symmetric square wells we found that PV at the critical point is determined accurately (within about 1%) from second-and third-virial-co efficient data. Whether such an accurate determination can be made for continuous potentials should be in vestigated. A complete equation of state for Lennard Jones particles is not yet available. Using popular Lennard-Jones parameters for argon we find a dis crepancy of about 30% between PcVeiNS from B2 and Ba and from experiment; of course there is no guarantee that argon behaves like a Lennard-Jones fluid in the vicinity of the critical point.
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APPENDIX I Acceptable sets of (Xij which contribute to the viria coefficients described in the text are listed below. To eliminate redundancy we represent diagrammatically only those sets such that (Xij is nonnegative for i less than j. The particles are ordered from left to right: ,6 S. Katsura, Phys. Rev. 115, 1417 (1959 Table V . Immediately following each kind of star integral are columns headed ak, w(l), and g. In the ak column are listed, for the star integral in question, all of the topologically distinct sets ak which contribute to the one-dimensional in tegral. The labeling of the points in this column is taken to be identical with the labeling of the corre sponding star. As before no line is drawn if is zero, and a plain line is drawn if a,i is one. In the w(l) column are listed the one-dimensional weights wClJ (ak) from Eq. (10) of the text. In the final column, headed g, is the number of topologically identical sets of ak multi plied by the corresponding value of the one-dimensional star-inteJiltal integrand 4:
5:
APPENDIX III One-, two-, and three-dimensional star integrals which contribute to the virial coefficients described in the text are listed in Tables VI to X. The star integrals In,m are given graphically in Table V 
~o 3 2/' XII. Integrals which contribute to the potential of mean force for square-(or Ising-) well particles in one dimension. 12-2r-1-r2 12-2r-+r21 1&-~r+tr2 between 1 and 2. The values of the restricted integrals (apart from sign) doubly rooted graph integrals for are given as functions of . The column headed one-dimensional hard rods of length 2. The integrals g gives the number of topologically identical sets &k given here can be used to confirm the results given in which contribute to a particular integral In,m' The Appendix II as well as to calculate the first few terms row labeled Total is obtained by adding up the re in the number density expansion of the mean force stricted integrals multiplied by g, and serves as a check potential, the radial distribution function, and the on the calculation; the totals formed in this way are direct correlation function.
